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Simple to drive, easy to park, with the same manoeuvrability as a traditional people-mover,
this reliable, automatic camper provides a spacious and comfortable driving experience.

Suitable for 2 adults.
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The CamperWagon



Simple to drive, easy to park, with the same manoeuvrability as a traditional people-mover,
this reliable, automatic camper provides a spacious and comfortable driving experience.
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The CamperWagon

You’ll cruise in comfort with power steering, 5-speed sports automatic transmission and cruise control, plus dual air
conditioning. It also features a GPS navigation system – never be lost again! Add in the safety of 6 airbags and ABS

brakes, and you’re well on the way to a great holiday. Sliding doors on both sides of the vehicles provide convenient, easy
access, day or night and there’s a roof pod for extra storage with a side awning to relax outdoors. A camping ‘pod’ at the
rear of the vehicle includes a small kitchenette, with a portable gas cooktop and cooking and eating utensils. The living

area is compact, with an airiness created by all-round windows and curtains to provide privacy when needed. Inside you'll
find your 12 volt cooler (portable fridge) which can be stored in the drivers cabin for space.

At the end of the day, the dining area converts for sleeping.

Height              
Length            
Width                        
Headroom           
Transmission           
Engine Size              
Fuel Capacity          
Fuel Consumption   
Internal Height
Dinette  - bed
Dual Airbags
Power Steering

2300mm (7'5")
5130mm (16'8")
1985mm (6'5")
1200mm (3'9")
5-Speed sports automatic
3.5 litre - PETROL
80 litres
10.5 litres / 100km
1200mm (3'9")
1800 x 1200 mm (5'9" x 3'9")

6 Speaker stereo/CD player
air-conditioning
Cruise Control
Remote central locking
Portable Fridge 38L
External awning
Dinette Table
Storage section at rear of vehicle
Washing up facility (large plastic tub)
Fold out table at rear of vehicle
240 volt power cord
Fire extinguisher

More inclusions listed on our website.
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